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Welcome!

Dear participants, dear friends,

On behalf of the German All Stars Bangkok, we once again warmly welcome you to this year's 39th edition of the Far 

East Football Tournament! After months of hard work to organize this event, we're very proud to host 39 football teams 

that will participate in this year’s competitions.   

The number of participating teams is always amazing. We’re very happy to welcome new teams each year, but are 

particularly pleased to have teams join us every year as it proves to us that that the event is worth coming back. Next 

to teams from Thailand, the German All Stars greet friends from Singapore, China, Malaysia, Japan, Hongkong, 

Philippines, South Africa, UAE, Cambodia, Taiwan, Vietnam and many more.

The tournament includes different game types (11-a-side and 7-a-side) as well as different age categories with 

separate competitions for players above 35 and 45. This year, we will have 11 teams fighting in the Open tournament, 

15 in the Vets, and 13 in the Masters.

Michael Beck, President of German All Stars Bangkok: "It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 39th edition of the 

International Football Tournament 2023 in Bangkok, Thailand. As COVID situation forced us to cancel the tournament 

for the last 2 years we are more than happy to continue our success story in 2023. The German All Stars Bangkok 

annual tournament, this year with 39 teams and players from around the globe, is, without doubt, one of the best 

amateur football events in Asia, if not the world. For 39 years many people give countless hours of their free time to 

organize this event, and my cordial thanks go to all involved in the extensive history of this tournament.  

Now let us look forward and enjoy a weekend of football, fun and friendship.

Next to some high-quality amateur football, visitors can join 

free of charge and enjoy a full programme of entertainment, 

live music by a popular Band and -most importantly- German 

culinary delights. With 2-day catering provided by local 

German restaurants, we can all look forward to German 

specialties and German beer throughout the event.

Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank all sponsors, 

voluntary helpers, as well as the referees who all help to 

realize this event in the first place. We wish the best of luck 

to all teams, look forward to see fair sports and wish you all

a great time!

With sporty regards on behalf of the GAS BKK,

The Organisation Team

...to the 39th Far East Football Tournament!
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RESULTS: OPEN TOURNAMENT 2019

Cup Final:

FORBIDDEN CITY – HANOI CAPITALS 0:1

Cup Semi Finals:

FORBIDDEN CITY FC – FARANGUTANS FC 4:3

HANOI CAPITALS – SWISS FC ASIA 1:0

Cup 3rd Place:

FARANGUTANS FC – SWISS FC 1:0

Cup 

1 HANOI CAPITALS Vietnam

2 FORBIDDEN CITY FC China

3 FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai

4 SWISS FC Asia

          

Plate         

5 BAYON WANDERERS Cambodia

6 SAIGON HOTSHOTS Vietnam

7 CARNEGIES B52 FC Taipei

8 GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok

Bowl  

9 FORBIDDEN CITY FC China

10 RED STAR HANOI FC Vietnam

11 BEIJING ROCKETS China

12 SAIGON SAINTS Vietnam
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Beijing Celtic was established in 2002 by a few Irish Expats and local Chinese 
friends who enjoyed playing five-a-side football. The club began to grow as people of 
all nationalities got involved. The club was promoted to Division 1 in Beijing in 2014 
and has progressed rapidly in recent years, winning two cup titles and two league 
titles in the last three seasons. Celtic now boasts three men's teams and two women's 
teams, one of which recently secured its first seven-a-side league title. 
 
The team trains every Thursday night from 6-8 pm at Side Park, and they’re the 
only club in league with three teams in the three CIFL divisions. From their Cup 
and Title-Holding 1st Team to our recently added 3rd Team we offer competitive  
        football to players of any level. We range from  
            ex-professional and academy players to   
       beginners and welcome all who enjoy  
            playing football and a bit of craic.   
             We’re also proud to have the best bar  
               in town, Paddy O’Shea’s, as our   
               home base as well as our longtime  
              sponsor DHL.
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Hanoi Capitals is an amateur football team that was established in 1994. 
The team has gained a strong reputation in the football community in 
Hanoi, Vietnam, and has won the league three times. 

The team is based in the vibrant city of Hanoi and is predominantly  
composed of foreign players who live and work in Vietnam. With a  
history of almost three decades, Hanoi Capitals has become a  
well-known team in the amateur football scene, attracting players from 
all around the world who share a passion for the sport.

CAPS, CAPS, CAPS!

CAPITALS HANOI FC  
- Vietnam -
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FARANGUTANS CHIANG MAI
- Thailand -

This year our open team is a selection of Chiangmai best players 
and the big expectation to bring back the trophy in the North may become reality.
Unfortunately, the timetable was too short to shoot a team picture but luckily, their 
girlfriends send a photo from the last AGM.
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A tale of close but no cigar in our last two tournament appearances. A handing over of the managerial reigns may result in success at 
last after appearing at every tournament since 2011. More likely that the reign of Ivan the Terrible will not even see out the weekend!   
  
DANNY J. – After a long stint in China, Danny has recently relocated to Bangkok. We are all seriously concerned at the level of  
human depravity this German is likely to make us endure.

LUC  

RHINO   
weekend. The smart money is on his defence melting as soon as he comes up against his first set of breast implants.

NICK –We are all hoping that his reactions to a sniff of goal will be better than when he gets a sniff of hard liquor. Our American 
choirboy cuts loose when given the opportunity and likes to relive his glory years naked wrestling with the priests of Boston.

CONOR – This weekend will be quite disorientating for our ginger gigolo as he swaps being paid by married women to paying breasted 

OLAF 

KP 

DIEGO   

CAMPBELL  

– Although only recently becoming a dad, many have viewed Charles as a father-like figure for years. A real, loving, and  
 

You are gaffa, you are.

–  Get Charles on the phone, this Manc just set the Guinness World Record for the first set of eyebrows to legally marry  
a human being.  These new nuptials signal the obvious divorce from his first failed marriage to Man Utd.

– The original Dutch AI chatbot, Bas is a baker by trade, but a Tour Guide by calling. If he keeps his chat up within earshot  

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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The German All Stars Bangkok Football Club was founded in 1968 when Günter Glomb started his 17 years’ tenure as 
head coach of the Thai National team. Besides Mr Glomb’s third place at the Asian Championships in 1972, his legacy 
in the form of the German All Stars remains until today. 

The club was a founding member of the current Bangkok Casual’s League and the Casuals team has established them-
selves as a regular in the top four of Division 1 after winning the Division 2 championship title in 2013. 

Despite the long history of the club, the German All Stars are anything but old fashioned. The team consists of all ages 
and nationalities. With an average of 50% German players, the club is particularly proud to welcome team  
mates of any age, having any skills, from any country, playing in any position. Most players are expatriates living and 
working (or studying) in Thailand and come from Great Britain, Turkey, the Netherlands, Bavaria, Italy, Argentina, Spain, 
France, Nigeria and Thailand!

This year’s squad remains similar to last year. GAS are currently top of the Casual’s League and through to the  
semi-final of the league cup competition. 

Besides the weekly training sessions on Thursday nights, GAS entered the SAT League and are currently 3rd. 

May the best team win!
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The German All Stars Singapore absorbed Swiss FC Singapore into its fold a few years 
ago. Now, the team returns to Bangkok to hopefully build on a tradition to do well in 
what is without a doubt Asia’s best amateur football tournament.

The team will be a mix of players from the Cosmo League teams as well as from the  
Second and Third team. 

Let’s find out whether the Swiss presence in the German All Stars team has a positive 
influence, on and off the pitch 
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Hibernians FC - Singapore
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LES GAULOIS FC BANGKOK
-Thailand-

Les Gaulois de Bangkok is an amateur football team, founded in 1985, 
currently playing in Thailand's Casual League.
It's not the team with the best players, but the players who make the best 
team, that wins. 
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The Mighty Shane Football Club is one of the oldest and most storied clubs in Taipei. Started in 1998 

as a simple pub team of Shane English teachers, the club has grown into one of the most prominent 

clubs in Taiwan, and a mainstay in the East Asian football scene.

Based in Taipei, Taiwan, and backed by the most popular pub in the city, MSFC trains regularly and 

competes in the Taipei International Football League, as well as various tournaments in and around 

Taiwan.

While football is at the core of MSFC, we also enjoy the social side of playing on an amateur football 

team with teammates from around the world.

MIGHTY SHANE FC - TaipeiMIGHTY SHANE FC - Taipei
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Universally regarded as the last bastions of proper amateur  
football in Saigon, the Saints have been bringing their unique 
brand of total football to the city's pitches and watering holes 
since 1995. 
With a mixture of gnarled experience and youthful innocence, 
and a squad comprised of current stars as well as past legends, 
the bookies are expecting big things from the Saints this year.
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RESULTS: VETERANS TOURNAMENT 2019 (+35)

Final results Cup

  1. KELAB AMAN Malaysia

  2. DISCOVERY BAY FC Hongkong

  3. ENGERGIE EHRENFELD Germany

  4. CARNEGIES B52 TAIPEI Taiwan

  5. FORBIDDEN CITY FC Beijing

  6. GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok 

  7. FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai

  8. FRENCH SOCCEROS Singapore

RESULTS: MASTERS TOURNAMENT 2019 (+45)

Final results Cup

  1. BTCC BANGKOK ANGELS Thailand

  2. MAJESTIC's 7th PERTH Australia

  3. PERFECT BOYZ GAS BANGKOK Thailand

  4. BRUNEI OLD BOYS Thailand

  5. CAPE TOWN CITY South Africa

  6. RED STAR KL Malaysia

  7. FARANGUTANS FC Thailand

  8. GERMAN CLUB EAGLES Philippines

Final results Bowl

  9. WANCHAI SPARTANS Hongkong

10. GERMAN SWISS ALL STARS SIngapore

11. HIBERNIANS FC Singapore

12. MALAYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Kuala Lumpur
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  Bangkok Old Boys is a laughably amateurish veteran football club in Bang-
kok, Thailand.  There is nothing they like more than playing football, except that 
smooth, refreshing, crisp taste of Hanoi Beer on a sunny Bangkok afternoon.   
Brewed locally in North Vietnam (the beer not the team), presumably on the thighs 
of virgins, Hanoi beer uses a traditional formula that was left by the French in 1890.  
Today the same beer is enjoyed by local Hanoians on every street corner & is the beer 
of choice for Bangkok Old Boys FC. 

  Founded in 2018 by aging Casual league players (the team, not the beer) op-
posed to kids skipping merrily past as we waddle and wheeze down the flanks, Bang-
kok Old Boys have finished last in almost every Vets League since.  
  However, they have somehow managed to win the Vets League in February 
2020, Plate Winners in the Bangkok Veteran 7s 2019 and Plate Winners in the Su-
varnabhum Airport Veterans Invitation Soccer 7s 2019.  

  Bangkok Old Boys FC return to the Over 35s division, determined to better 
their 2019 finishing position of second to last. 

  Bangkok Old Boys FC are a lot like a Hanoi Beer, we're exotic, we pair well 
with Asian crumpet, and with its 5% Alcohol it will take a few of us to take you down.  
  Chill the Hanoi Beer; we’ll be out by Lunch. 
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The impressive twelfth century Angkorian “Bayon” Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established  
exactly 28 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team’s character.  The beauty and 
elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in their 
flowing passes and general movement around the pitch.   
However, if the team doesn’t get what it want, the horrific brutality of the ancient Khmer kings is clearly evident in their violent 
and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been wiped out in the last couple of years with the assistance of a real 
“Code of Conduct” and the real elegance and grace have been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy “the Hat”. If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique brand 
of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his players, who 
will try to write history in Bangkok.

Bayon Wanderers FC will participate this year with the Veteterans team.

This year Bayon Wanderers FC is coming with a n almost completely team existing out of  highly respected trained and skillful 
players and will defend the Bayon colors with all the strength they have.
Participating for the 24th time in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players 
and they will try to perform on their best.

Like always, the expectations for a good result are very high and these players will try their best to reach the highest, …… 
to take the two cups home for the very first time. Two years ago they were very close in doing that. This year might be the 
year of the Bayon Wanderers FC.
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Founded in 2013 on the bustling streets of Beijing by retired founder but never forgotten  
Nick ‘The Major’ Kingston-Smith.
The lads strapped in and blasted off into Chaoyang Park starting life as a glorified pub team on the  
5 a-aside circuit. As their popularity grew in the city, the Rocket family’s need to enter additional teams 
was evident. After establishing themselves as a powerful force in both 5 and 7 aside leagues respectively, 
it was time to change course and venture into the unknown universe of 11s. So, in 2017 they did just that.
 
It wasn’t all plain sailing for the boys in Orange & Black for they were pelted from all angles and shat on 
from great heights in their debut season in Beijing’s second tier. However, with new recruits and a fresh 
hunger for improvement it was their second season where they really found their feet. The 2018  
campaign saw them take the league by storm shooting UP, UP and AWAY towards promotion and finish 
as champions leaving the other sorry souls in their wake.
 
So, as The Rockets celebrate 10 years since their launch, in what has been an astronomical journey,  
they find themselves crash landing in Bangkok for the 3rd time for the unrivaled Far East Football  
Tournament.  This year, they are pulling together the veterans of the team from around the world.  
A misfit mix of retired cadets and those still currently on the books. Once a Rocket… always a Rocket!
 
Fantastic to finally get this tournament underway after the unwanted break! Good luck to all.
Let the Buckets Begin….

UP, UP AND HOWAAAAAYY! 

BEIJING ROCKETS
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 Dubai Pirates (MS Deutschland) - set up in 2003 in Dubai and in fact hitting a 20-year milestone 
is a bunch of highly talented folks both with quality skills on and off the pitch. 
 
 Regularly playing in Dubai through weekly trainings and regular tournaments Dubai Pirates  
(MS Deutschland) has brought up some of the Middle East’s finest talents on football. Having partici-
pated in many Asian football tournaments (Bangkok, Manila - actually won in 2019!!, Saigon) 
 > The legendary Dubai Pirates team is looking forward to playing Asia’s most legendary football 
tournament again - finally in full swing after the COVID pandemic. 

Thanks a lot, to the German Allstars Bangkok for organizing the entire event!
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FARANGUTANS CHIANG MAI
The Farangutans who have an impressive football history, have always been a mysterious 
subject as nobody know them outside their small village of Chiangmai. But a cameraman 
took these pictures during one of their training session to bring some light of knowledge. 

The coach calling the players for the 
tactical part (notice they use German ball). 

The coach giving his tactical lesson

Celebration after a goal  (very rare picture)
The bench

The captain listening

Stretching & cooling down
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  FC Bal is a football team made up of British players who have played together 
across Asia for the last 15 years. The team was formed as a way for these players 
to continue playing together and stay connected despite living in different  
countries. FC Bal has a long and storied history, with British players from all over 
Asia coming together to play. 
  The team has participated in numerous tournaments and leagues over the 
years and has developed a reputation for its skilful and entertaining style of play. 
Despite facing numerous challenges such as language barriers and cultural  
differences, the players have developed a deep bond through their shared love of 
football. FC Bal's strategy is based on a fluid and attacking style of play. 
  The team relies on quick passing, movement, and individual skills to create 
chances and score goals. Defensively, they are disciplined and organized, with each 
player knowing their role and responsibilities. The team places a high value on 
teamwork and communication, both on and off the field. 
  FC Bal has had many notable achievements over the years, including winning 
several regional tournaments and leagues. They are known for their ability to  
perform under pressure and to come back from behind to win games. The team has 
also gained a reputation for their sportsmanship, fair play, and respect for their  
opponents.

FC BAL - British/Asia
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-
tations on and off the pitch are sky high, but we suspect tears and unforced injuries to be closer to reality.
ADAM 
equivalent of the special needs bus players. With very little progress achieved since his team last lost 0-25 against a bunch of kids, our very own special one is 
odds on to get the chop from management. 

– His pornhub searches read: Asian Margaret Thatcher cosplay… that says it all really.

PB 

LUCA – Once labeled “the only peasant in Milan”, what our Italian Maestro lacks in fashion sense he makes up for with silky skills on the pitch…

London. Most likely to be voted “most likely to stay on and become a Buddhist monk.”

ED –  If Bernie Madoff had a thing for being naked.

MIRKO 

FELIX – This German freight train of a man left a wide gap in the heart of our defense when he said goodbye to Beijing. Back in Bangkok to fill in more gaps 
than he may care to remember.

INIGO 
for having the temerity of enjoying a good night out with our very own Basque Beast.

XLONG – A man of duality, Lee is equally proficient in sipping tea and composing haikus as he is berating referees.

– The club all time goal scorer has finally turned 35 (and disappointingly acts somewhat like an adult). He can now re-capture past glories with the vets 

PHILIPPE -
mer football glory and grey hair, held together by lukew .

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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The German All Stars used to be the oldest and maybe 
heaviest team in most of the tournaments but that has 
changed recently. Most of the Casual’s players are now 
eligible to play Veterans & Master football meaning we’re 
a far more competitive team.

The Veterans have just won the ThaiGer tournament and 
finished runners up in the most recent monthly tournament 
so are looking forward to our own International Far East 
Football Tournament (IFEFT).

Just like their younger team mates from the Casual’s team, the Veterans and Master  
are particularly proud to have team members from all around the world. The IFEFT  
is always a highlight in our calendar and the Veterans and Master look forward to 
meeting old and new friends during this weekend.

Wishing all players, families and supporters a great football weekend in Bangkok.

(VET'S & MASTER)
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All ages gathered last June to celebrate Rolf Schroeder’s birthday, our most experienced Eagle‘s 85th  
anniversary, time to kick and party, wishing all players a lot of fun, thanks to the organizers & thanks 
a lot to our sponsor, Jim Godesmit & German Club! 
Mabuhay

        The GC Eagles Manila actually should be called   
         GC Eagle “landed” in Manila as the last   
         months weren’t very active as the pandemic  
         did not allow them to kick the ball. Now we  
         are back on the pitch, truly internationally  
         and full of hope and thirsty throats. 

         That doesn't mean  we are better than last  
         year but we definitely will have a lot of fun  
         and a few cold beers.   
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Hibernians FC - Singapore
(Vet's)
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The Malaysian Grasshoppers were formed in 1993 predominantly for the German-speaking 

community in Kuala Lumpur. The basis of the team was to play hard and even socialize 

harder.

Over the years the MG’s have become really international in nature and have welcomed 

many local Malaysians to play with them.

The name Grasshoppers emanate from the Swiss team Grasshoppers Zurich, and the MG’s 

have tried in vain over the years to match their illustrious European counterparts for style 

and quality.

Nevertheless, win or lose, the MG’s have Premier league status when it comes to the ‘third 

half’ with many players shining more in the bar than in the box. The future looks bright for 

Malaysian Grasshoppers. The number of players continues to increase, and the standard 

of play improves with every Weissbeer consumed.

We play every Saturday morning (Linatex Field) from 09:00 am until 11:00 am.

Until today, the MG’s are a group of friends who have the excuse of playing football every 

Saturday to have a beer and a laugh after the game.

Now we are looking forward to our big celebration this year: 

,,30 Years Malaysian Grasshoppers“

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vet's & Masters

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vet's & Masters
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RED LION LEGENDS - TAIWAN
(Vet's & MASTER)

The older, more experienced, dare I say… better-looking veterans of the Red Lions FC (Taipei) have been dazz-

ling crowds with their mesmerizing, graceful, almost balletic style of football for decades. Based in Tai-

pei, Taiwan the Red Lions mark 2023 as their 40th anniversary with a culturally diverse band of brothers 

coming from all over the globe to meet in Bangkok for the German All-Stars tournament as a reunion event 

and a chance to add more silverware to an already bulging at the seams trophy cabinet. 

Named after the Red Lions pub owned by team founder Mike Cottigham in 1983, the Red Lions can be easily 

identified by their blood-red and white kit and infamous rallying cry of “Who’s Spartacus?!?!” before mat-

ches. In deference to a modern, ever-changing world, vegetarian Lions are permitted to whisper softly 

“Who’s Asparagus”, but what never changes and defines the Red Lion spirit is their desire to drink more 

beer, make life-long friendships all the while playing and winning at the sport we love.

Who’s Spartacus?!?!
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Well, the BIG one is finally back and more importantly, Red Star KL are 
also back, alive (kinda) older and… well older!

In 2023 we were competing in the Vets and the Masters with a very diverse 
and talented team made up of Malaysians, Brits and Dutchies. With such an 
expensive and quality squad Gordy the Guvnor Sutton will have the ‘Potter’ 
problem of who to start. Legends abound including Stefano ‘Braveheart’  
Paterson, Glen ‘freak penalty injury’ Heywood, Rob ‘mines a steak + kidney’ 
Davies, Eric ‘still looks 12’ Yeoh, Pelle ‘against all odds’ Aardatwork and 
Yang ‘I’ll mark him tight’ errrr Yang plus many more!!

This time it’s serious… as we plan our Christmas Tree set pieces in the pubs 
and clubs of Nana with the aid of some medicinal massages and rolleeezz, 
followed by some light refreshments on the third floor and an early bar fine, 
I mean night.

See you in the bar, on the pitch and in our dreams champions.
Big kiss
The Guvnor xxx
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THE GODFATHER - Hongkong
The Godfathers are a football club based in Hong Kong,
The original team, The Mobsters, a force to reckon upon.
But now, they've expanded with two new teams for the youth,
Over 35's and Over 45's, ready to seek the truth.
 
Previous tours from foggy memory were quite the race. 
The Godfathers team love a good tour, with Bangkok their new 
temp base... 
 
With games played in the day and parties (falling asleep in hotel 
lobby) all through the night,
The Godfathers have a reputation that's quite a sight..
 
At the end of every tournament, the team gathers in court,
People are fined by shot, a fun and jolly sport.
 
With sins forgiven and fines paid, the team is all set,
Ready to take on the next challenge, no regret.
 
So come and watch the Godfathers play, it's a sight to see,
Their skills on the field will fill you with glee.
 
And don't forget to buy them a shot or two,
It's a tradition that's followed, through and through. 
So if you're in BKK and you love a good game,
The Godfathers are the team, to achieve football fame.
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WANCHAI SPARTANS  
Hongkong 

(Vet's & Master)

The Spartans return to Bangkok after a three-year pandemic-induced hiatus, raiding 
from Hong Kong paunchier, rowdier and more one-footed than ever. Yet they remain 
hungry for victory and ever keen to make new friends and short-time companions in the 
Land of Smiles. Drunk, sunburnt and out in the quarters, they may be, but you can bet 
your last Baccara Baht they will leave it all off the pitch in Bangkok. Viva Sparta!
*if you need a lawyer call Somchai on 0800 50 50 50.
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Bangkok Devils is a veteran football team based in Thailand, born in 2019 and active 
throughout south east Asia's vibrant football tournament scene.

The team members are all long time or recently moved in expats in Bangkok.
The devils come from various professional horizons and nationalities. 
Devils forever!

BANGKOK DEVILS - TH
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Bangkok Spartacus is selected from elite players from many 
nations to enter competitive tournaments in Asia.   
The team prides itself on its diverse background as well as 
its competitive and social atmosphere. 

We enjoy playing new teams from other cities and then  
meeting afterwards to relive our glory days over a round  
of beer.

BANGKOK SPARTACUS 
-Thailand -
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BOLA BOLEH BOYS KLBOLA BOLEH BOYS KL
MALAYSIAMALAYSIA

The Bola Boleh boys are a group of old friends and teammates dragged from the deepest, 
darkest corners of Asia and Europe for one, final farewell football tour. Some are past 
their prime, others are well past their prime and the rest never really reached any type 
of prime in the first place.

Brought together by our love of football (and of alcohol), we are mixture of Malaysia, 
France, England and Belgium (?). Yes, we are the dream team. We promise to play to the 
best of our abilities and no more, so don’t expect too much.
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If our best years are behind (football speaking), we de nitely improved our fashion 
(for some of us).

surprising team of the 2023 tournament!

FARANGUTANS CHIANG MAI
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We are happy to be back here!
 
FC Shanghai Super 48 is one of the biggest Shanghai-based football team for Japanese 
expats since 2008. 

Someone says our founder must have named after a popular girls’ pop group called AKB48 
or BNK48 here in BKK, it's not the case.
48 was the average age of our founders and also Chinese pronunciation of 48 sounds very 
similar to Super in English, now you got the idea!
 
Team concept is Lifetime Playing.
We play hard and drink hard that we believe is always a driver to grow the team with a 
lifetime friendship.

Looking forward to the tournament for the first time after 3 years break, and really appre-
ciate the organizer to make this back again!

FC SUPER 48- ShanghaiFC SUPER 48 - Shanghai
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When the German All Stars Singapore combined with Swiss FC, a new SuperVets team 
was formed. The team now plays in the EFL SuperVets league and looks forward to a first 
participation in the Master tournament. 

The team will definitely not lack experience, as quite a few of the team members are well 
past their usual (football) shelf life, i.e. they are on the wrong side of 60. 
But let’s see whether experience prevails over “youth”. 



Hibernians FC - Singapore
(Master)
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Well, the BIG one is finally back and more importantly, Red Star KL are 
also back, alive (kinda) older and… well older!

In 2023 we were competing in the Vets and the Masters with a very diverse 
and talented team made up of Malaysians, Brits and Dutchies. With such an 
expensive and quality squad Gordy the Guvnor Sutton will have the ‘Potter’ 
problem of who to start. Legends abound including Stefano ‘Braveheart’  
Paterson, Glen ‘freak penalty injury’ Heywood, Rob ‘mines a steak + kidney’ 
Davies, Eric ‘still looks 12’ Yeoh, Pelle ‘against all odds’ Aardatwork and 
Yang ‘I’ll mark him tight’ errrr Yang plus many more!!

This time it’s serious… as we plan our Christmas Tree set pieces in the pubs 
and clubs of Nana with the aid of some medicinal massages and rolleeezz, 
followed by some light refreshments on the third floor and an early bar fine, 
I mean night.

See you in the bar, on the pitch and in our dreams champions.
Big kiss
The Guvnor xxx
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The Godfathers are a football club based in Hong Kong,
The original team, The Mobsters, a force to reckon upon.
But now, they've expanded with two new teams for the youth,
Over 35's and Over 45's, ready to seek the truth.
 
Previous tours from foggy memory were quite the race. 
The Godfathers team love a good tour, with Bangkok their new 
temp base... 
 
With games played in the day and parties (falling asleep in hotel 
lobby) all through the night,
The Godfathers have a reputation that's quite a sight..
 
At the end of every tournament, the team gathers in court,
People are fined by shot, a fun and jolly sport.
 
With sins forgiven and fines paid, the team is all set,
Ready to take on the next challenge, no regret.
 
So come and watch the Godfathers play, it's a sight to see,
Their skills on the field will fill you with glee.
 
And don't forget to buy them a shot or two,
It's a tradition that's followed, through and through. 
So if you're in BKK and you love a good game,
The Godfathers are the team, to achieve football fame.

THE GODFATHER - Hongkong
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HISTORY
GERMAN ALL STARS 

Bangkok
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• Founded in 1968 by Günter Glomb – longest time 
Thai National Team trainer –  further founding  
members Adolf Knees and Volker Fischer

• Mid 70’s formation of Thai league in TH
• End of 70’s formation of Foreign/Expat league in TH
• 1st Club house “Haus München” in Sukhumvit Soi 15
• Around 2000 developing of a club structure because  

of increasing of expats living and working in Asia/TH
• 1st (and till now) President: Mr. Hartwig Schueler
• Developing of a worldwide network with more as 500 

players from Asia, Europe, Australia, Africa, America
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Rules of Competition 2023
In general, all FIFA rules apply to this Tournament (except of corruption). Major exceptions and clarifications 
are described below. In line with officially practiced FIFA rules, the Referee’s decisions are final. No one shall 
dispute his decisions in any way, on or off the field during the tournament.

• In accordance with Article 3 of the FIFA Statutes: 

 Discrimination of any kind against a country, private person  

 or group of people on account of race, skin colour, ethnic,  

 national or social origin, gender, language, religion, political  

 opinion or any other opinion, wealth, birth or any other 

 status, sexual orientation or any other reason is strictly 

 prohibited and punishable by suspension or expulsion.

• There will only be one referee during each match 

 (no linesmen).

• The 39th International Far East Football Tournament will have  

 a “no-age-limit”, “11-a-side“, “11-a-half“, “full-field“, 

 “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“, and “yellow-card-sitout-the-half“  

 format in the OPEN Competition and a “over 35-age-limit“, 

 “7-a-side“, “7-a-half“, “half-field“, “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“,  

 and “yellow-card-sit-out-the-half“ format in the VETS and  

 MASTERS competitions.

• Players shall be allowed to play for more than one (1) team in  

   the entire tournament, only if the Captains of the two (2) rele- 

 vant teams and the player who is switching teams agree to it.

• According to FIFA rules, shin-guards are mandatory equip- 

 ment.

• In the Group Phase, each team shall be awarded with three  

 (3) points for a win, one (1) point for a draw, and zero (0)     

   point for a loss.

• In addition, one (1) - and, only one (1) - extra bonus point  

 shall be rewarded to the winning team that can score three  

 (3) or more goals in one (1) match. This means a maximum 

 of four (4) points per match for any winning team.

• All matches shall be played according to the tournament  

 schedule as announced by the organizers during captain’s  

 meeting. Any team arriving more than five (5) minutes late 

 after the scheduled kick-off time, their match shall be consi- 

 dered as forfeiting the match with 0-2 walk-over. The punctu- 

 al team shall be awarded with two (2) goals and three (3) 

 points. If both teams are late (usually Sunday early morning  

 matches!), they shall both be penalized with a 2-0 loss.

• A team must have a minimum of eight (8) Players (5 for Vets  

 and Masters) at the start of each of their matches; otherwise  

 the team shall be considered as forfeiting the match with a 

 0-2 walk-over. The opponent team shall be awarded with  

 two (2) goals and three (3) points accordingly.

• Unlimited rolling substitutions (“rolling-subs”) are allowed, and  

 players who are substituted are permitted to return to play at  

 a later time within the same match or later matches.

• Substitutions shall be made as the two (2) playing teams see  

 it fit without stopping the match. Since it is rolling-subs, the  

 on-coming substitute shall exchange places with the out-

 going player at the same spot on the same sideline.

• In the interest of fairness and controlling rough tackles & late  

 hits, any player receiving a yellow card during either half of a  

   match will be sent off, without being substituted, until the  

 end of that half during that match (“yellow-card-sit-out-the- 

 half”), leaving his team one (1) player less for the remaining  

 minutes of that half. The yellow-carded Player shall be per- 

 mitted to return to the same match in the 2nd half or play in  

 his team’s next match. A Player with two (2) yellow-cards

 collected in one (1) match shall automatically be sent off, 

 and is suspended for the next match.

• A direct red card shall also lead to an immediate send-off  

 from the match as well as an automatic penalty of one (1)  

 match suspension, with the possibility of further disciplinary  

 action by the Organizing Committee.

• The following four (4) criteria shall apply so as to decide the  

 group rankings: [1] Goal difference, [2] Goals scored, [3] the  

 score of the match between the deadlocked teams, 

 [4] Sudden-death-penalty-shoot-out. The winning teams in  

 all competitions shall continue on playing through their Quar- 

 ter Finals, the Semi Finals and the Final.

• In case the teams draw at the end of the regulation time for  

 the matches there shall be a penalty shoot-out immediately,  

 without playing any extra time, following the match to decide  

 the winner of the match.

• The following rules shall be observed for all the penalty  

 shoot-outs in this Tournament:

 > Before the shoot-out, each team shall select their initial  

 three (3) penalty-taking Players from the players on the field,  

 and register their names & numbers with the Referee.

 > In case it is still a draw after the initial three (3) of each  

 team, the winner shall be decided based on the sudden-

 death penalty shoot-out rule. In case it is still a draw after all  

 the Players in either of the team¡¦s roster have taken penal- 

 ties, then the turn rotates and re-starts from the first (1st)  

 Player in the initial three (3) penalty takers based on the  

 sequence of Players and their shirt numbers as recorded by  

 the Referee.

 > The goalkeepers of the teams during the penalty shoot- 

 outs can be chosen from any Player within the entire roster 

 of their squad; however, (barring a serious injury situation) 

 teams shall not change goalkeepers during the middle of a  

 particular penalty shoot-out.

• The winner of the Final Matches (whether in regulation time  

 or after a possible penalty shoot-out) in all of the competi- 

 tions shall be declared as the champions of their respective  

 competitions; whilst, of course, the winner of the Cup Com- 

 petition being the Tournament Champion.

• Any event not covered above shall be discussed and deci- 

 ded by the Organizing Committee of German All Stars Bang- 

 kok during the 2-day Tournament in consultation with the 

 Referees Committee. Inevitably, but authoritatively, their deci- 

 sions are final!

• In the Vets and Masters competitions no sliding tackles close  

 to an opponent. Goalkeepers can slide in a fair way inside  

 the penalty box, outside the box the same rule applies for  

 him as for a field player.

• Medical treatment on sight will be offered from Bangkok  

 Hospital free of charge; however any further treatment and  

 services outside the tournament’s compound will be subjec- 

 ted to the normal fees and charges.

• Sunday after the 1st game of the second round started the  

 schedule is fixed. Teams need to check their positions and  

 schedules to eventually claim mistakes before the 1st game  

 of the second round on Sunday start.
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THANK YOU! DANKE SCHÖN! KOP KHUN KRAP!

On behalf of all members of the German All Stars Bangkok and all other involved in the 

39th Far East Football Tournament 2023, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks 

to all our sponsors listed below for making it possible to let this wonderful and unique 

event happen again. With their generous support, this year‘s tournament became even 

more popular. We are delighted to continue this longstanding Asian tradition in a fine 

way.






